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Necessary conditions for a locally connected continuum to be the finitely discontinuous k-to-l 
image of a dendrite for some k Z- 2 are given, namely that it must be l-dimensional, that it must 
contain a simple closed curve, and that it can not contain uncountably many disjoint arcs. Sufficient 
conditions for a continuum to be the continuous k-to-l image of a dendrite for all k > 2 are given, 
namely that it be a local dendrite that contains a simple closed curve (done by Miklos for k = 4); 
or that it contain a subcontinuum that is such an image that also contains all of the junction 
points; or that it decompose in any of several special ways into pieces that are either dendrites 
or dendrite images. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54C10, 26A15 
1. Introduction and definitions 
Most of the questions being tackled today concerning k-to-l functions in a 
topological setting are of the following kind: given a continuum X of a certain type, 
a continuum Y of a certain type, and an integer k& 2, does there exist a k-to-l 
function from X onto Y. The function is required to be either continuous or finitely 
discontinuous (i.e. to have only finitely many discontinuities) and the best results 
of course are non-existence results for finitely discontinuous functions and existence 
results for continuous functions. 
In [4], Miklos asked which continua are the k-to-l image of a dendrite. This 
paper provides necessary conditions for a continuum to be the finitely discontinuous 
k-to-l image of a dendrite (see further discussion in Section 2) and provides sufficient 
conditions for a continuum to be the continuous k-to-l image of a dendrite (see 
further discussion in Section 3). Each of these partial results holds for every integer 
k greater than one; hence the following question. 
Question 1. Do there exist integers m and n, both greater than 1, and a metric 
continuum Y such that Y is the m-to-l continuous image of some dendrite but Y 
is not the n-to-l continuous image of any dendrite? 
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A k-to-l function is one whose point inverses all have exactly k elements. A 
continuum, in this paper, is understood to be metric. A dendrite is a locally connected 
continuum that contains no simple closed curve, and a local dendrite is a continuum 
each point of which is contained in an open set whose closure is a dendrite; i.e. a 
continuum is a local dendrite if it is locally connected and does not contain infinitely 
many simple closed curves. A junction point of a continuum is a point whose 
sufficiently small neighborhoods have boundaries with more than two points. 
2. Necessary conditions 
Some necessary conditions for a locally connected continuum Y to be the finitely 
discontinuous k-to-l image of a dendrite are (see Theorem 3) that Y be l- 
dimensional, that Y contain a simple closed curve, and that Y not contain uncount- 
ably many disjoint arcs. This rules out 2-dimensional objects, dendrites, and some 
intricate continua like the Sierpenski curve or the Menger curve. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are of interest in themselves apart from the dendrite image 
question, namely that each arc in the image of a k-to-l finitely discontinuous function 
has an arc in its preimage, and that k-to-l finitely discontinuous functions preserve 
dimension for (metric) compacta (Theorem 1). Harrold showed in [l] that k-to-l 
continuous functions preserve dimension for metric compacta. 
Lemma 0 (Lemma 0 in [2]). Zff: X + Y, f is finite-to-l andfinitely discontinuous, X 
is a metric compactum, and Y is a dendrite, then there do not exist infinitely many 
disjoint continua in X whose diameters are bounded away from zero. Hence each 
component of X is arc-connected. 
Theorem 1. Zff: X -+ Y, where X and Y are (metric) compacta andf is a k-to-l finitely 
discontinuous function, then dim(X) = dim( Y). 
Proof. Let DIS denote the finite set of discontinuities off: Let D be an open set 
in X containing DIS with m = dim(X - D). Since f restricted to X - D is continuous 
and X - D is compact, it follows from a theorem of Hurewicz [3] that some f -l(x) 
contains a continuum if dim[ f (X - D)] < dim( X - D). Therefore dim Y 3 m. Some 
dim(X -D) =dim(X) or there is an increasing sequence of m’s. Either way, 
dim(Y) Z= dim(X). 
Nowlet D,zD2x. . . be a nested sequence of open sets in X converging to DIS 
with D,,, c Di. For each y in Y define MIN(y) = min{dx(x, x’): f(x) =f(x’) = y}, 
and for each pair i and j of positive integers, define M( i, j) = {y E Y: f-‘(y) c X - Di 
and MIN(y) 2 l/j}. The compactness of X - Di and Y and the fact that f is k-to-l 
make each M( i, j) closed. Since f -‘(M( i, j)) c X - Di and f is continuous on the 
compact set X - Di, f -‘( M( i, j)) is bounded away from DIS and hence is compact. 
Since continuous k-to-l maps preserve dimension on compacta (Harrold [I]), 
dim(n/i(i,j))=dim[f-‘(M(i,j))]<dim(X).Since YisthesumofalloftheM(i,j) 
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plus the finite set f(DIS), it follows from the sum theorem (see for instance page 
125 of Nagata [5]) that dim Y 5 dim X. 0 
Theorem 2. Zff: X + Y, X is a (metric) compactum, f is a k-to- 1 finitely discontinuous 
function, and A is an arc in Y, then f -‘(A) contains an arc. 
Proof. Let DIS denote the finite set of discontinuities of L and let A’ denote one 
subarc of A that misses f(DIS). Define M( i, j) as in the proof of Theorem 1, and 
let N( i, j) = A’ n M( i, j). Since A’ is the union of these countably many closed sets, 
it follows from the Baire category theorem that one of them, say N(3,7), contains 
interior relative to A’. Hence there is an arc B in A’n N(3,7). Since f -l(B) is in 
X -D,, it is compact, and f is k-to-l onf-‘(B), so dim(B) = 1. If C is a nondegener- 
ate component off-‘(B), then flC is finite-to-l, C is compact, andf( C) is a subarc 
of B. By Lemma 0, C is locally connected and hence contains an arc. 0 
Corollary. There is no k-to- 1 finitely discontinuous function from a dendrite onto either 
the Menger curve or the Sierpenski curve, for any k. 
Proof. Since each of these two continua contains uncountably many disjoint arcs, 
any such dendrite would have to also contain uncountably many disjoint arcs, a 
contradiction. 0 
Corollary. There is no k-to- 1 finitely discontinuous function from a continuum contain- 
ing no arc (the pseudoarc for example) onto any continuum that contains an arc. 
Theorem 3. ZJf: D+ Y, where D is a dendrite, Y is a locally connected continuum, 
k 2 2 and f is a k-to- 1 jinitely discontinuous function then 
(1) Y is l-dimensional, 
(2) Y contains a simple closed curve, and 
(3) Y does not contain uncountably many disjoint arcs. 
Proof. If (2) were false, Y would be a dendrite, contrary to the main result in [2] 
that a dendrite is not the finitely discontinuous k-to-l image of any continuum, for 
any k 3 2; (3) follows from the fact that no dendrite has uncountably many disjoint 
arcs. U 
3. Sufficient conditions 
Terminology: The subcontinuum Y is a direct summand of X if X = Y u K where 
K is a continuum and Y n K is a single point. If this direct summand Y is removed 
from X the resulting set is understood to be K, not X - Y. 
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In Lemma 3 we show that every local dendrite that contains a simple closed curve 
is the continuous k-to-l image of a dendrite. This is not a new result for k = 4, see 
[4]. This is generalized in Theorem 4 where it is proved that if a local dendrite is 
the result of removing a finite number of direct summands from X such that each 
direct summand is itself the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite, then copies of 
these maps extend to a continuous k-to-l map from a dendrite into X. 
In the last two theorems, measures are applied to X that reduce the question of 
whether or not X is the continuous k-to-l image of a dendrite to a simpler 
subcontinuum of X. The first simplifying scheme is to remove some or all dendrite 
direct summands from X, to then remove some or all dendrite direct summands 
from the resulting subcontinuum, and to do this process to any transfinite (or finite) 
level. Theorem 5 states that the pared down version of X is the k-to-l continuous 
image of a dendrite iff X is. The second simplifying scheme is to reduce X to any 
subcontinuum X, containing the junction points of X, and then any subcontinuum 
of X, containing the junction points of X, , continuing a finite number of times. If 
the final X, is the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite, then so is X. 
For instance, the following planar continuum X (with no dendrite direct sum- 
mands) reduces in one junction-point simplification to a local dendrite E containing 
a simple closed curve, and so X must be the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite: 
X=AuBuC and E=BuCu{(x,y):O~x Sl and YE{-l,O,l}} where A= 
{(x,y): O~x<l,y=Oory=l/n forsomeinteger n}, B={(x,y): x=m/n in (O,l], 
(m,n)=l,and-l/n<y<l/n},and C={(x,y):x=Oand -Idyll}. 
There are continua that satisfy the necessary conditions given in part I but are 
not helped by either simplification procedure. Hence the question: 
Question 2. Suppose ks2 and X is a l-dimensional locally connected continuum 
that does not contain uncountably many disjoint arcs, but X does contain a sequence 
S of simple closed curves with the property that for each x E X, some subsequence 
of S converges to x. Then, must X be the continuous k-to-l image of a dendrite? 
Must X be the finitely discontinuous k-to-l image of a dendrite? 
Question 3. If each of A and B is the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite and 
An B is a point, must Au B be the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite? 
Note: From Theorem 4, the answer is yes if either A or B is a local dendrite. 
3.1. Local dendrites 
Suppose k is a positive integer at least 2. Definition of the class D(n, m, a, A) of 
dendrites and the associated maps: 
Let n and m be nonnegative integers such that m + n G k + 1, and let a be an 
endpoint of the arc A, and b its other endpoint. Let {xi} and {y,} be sequences of 
points of A such that for each i, a < xi+1 < xi < y, < y,+, < b on A, {x,} converges to 
a and {yi} converges to b. Attach m - 1 arcs to A at a, n - 1 arcs to A at b, and for 
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each i, attach (k + 1) - (m + n) arcs to each of x, and yi. Each two of these new arcs 
should be disjoint except for possibly one common endpoint in A; each new arc 
intersects A in a single point, an endpoint of the new arc; each new arc has diameter 
less than that of A; and the diameters of the new arcs converge to zero. Any dendrite 
so constructed is a member of D(n, m, a, A). Now, let D be one such dendrite, and 
define the associated retract g : D + A as follows. If the new arc B is attached to A 
at xi, then gl B is a homeomorphism from B onto [x,,, , x,] with g(x,) = xi, i.e. g 
folds B at xi. If B is attached at y, then gl B is a homeomorphism from B to [y,_, , yi] 
if i> 1, or to [x,, y,] if i = 1. If B is attached to either a or b then glB maps 
homeomorphically onto A, and glA is the identity on A. Then g : D + A is a retract, 
g-‘(a) has n elements, g-‘(b) has m elements, and g-‘(x) has k elements for any 
XGA-{a, b}. 
Lemmal. ZfDisadendrite, k~2,m~l,R={x,,x, ,..., x,}cD,andn, ,..., n, 
are integer: less than k-t 1, then there is a dendrite E containing D and a retract 
f: E + D such that f -l(x) has k elements for each x in D-R, f -‘(x,) has only one 
point, x,, and f -‘(x,) has n, elements for i = 2, 3,. . . , m. 
Proof. If R = {x,} only, artificially enlarge R to {x,, x2} and set n, = k. Let A, be 
an arc in D from x, to some other xi in R that otherwise misses R, i.e. (A, -{x, , x,}) n 
R = 0. Let A, be an arc from another member of R to A, that otherwise misses R. 
Likewise construct A,, A,, . . , A,_, . Let T denote the tree A, u. . . u A,,-, . Attach 
arcs to A, to get a member D, of D(l, n,, x,, A,), where xj is the other endpoint 
of A,, and let g, be an associated map from D, to A,, as defined earlier. For each 
i = 2,3, . . , m - 1, attach arcs to Ai to get a member D, of D(n,, 1, x,, A,), where 
x, is the endpoint of A, not in Ai+,, and let gi be an associated map from Di to A,. 
These dendrites, D, , . . . , D,+, , should be constructed so that Dj -A, misses D and 
the intersection of any two of them lies in the tree T. Let D, = D, u. . . u D,_, , a 
dendrite containing T, define glD,= g, u. . . u g,_, , and let E,, E,, . . . , Ek be 
copies of Du DO. Since D n DO= T, each E, is a dendrite. Now let E be the union 
of the E, modulo D,, i.e. identify corresponding points from E,, . . . , Ek, for each 
point of D,. Since the common intersection set is a dendrite D,, E is a dendrite. 
Let gl( E - DO) be the natural k-to-l projection map onto D - D,. Since glDO maps 
to T, g: E + D; and the cardinality of g-‘(x), for x E T, is determined by the 
associated maps, so g is n,-to-l at xi for i = 2,3,. . . , m, k-to-l on D - R, and l-to-l 
at x, as required. q 
Lemma 2 (Miklos [4]). Zf Y is a local dendrite containing a simple closed curve then 
there are dendrites A, B and D and a finite nonempty set S missing D such that 
Y=AuBandAnB=DvS. 
In [4], Miklos used the above lemma to prove the next lemma for k = 4 only. We 
extend his result to all k 3 2; 
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Lemma 3. If Y is a local dendrite containing a simple closed curve and k 2 2, then Y 
is the continuous k-to-l image of some dendrite. 
Proof. Let A, B, D and S satisfy Lemma 2. As Miklos did, glue a copy A’ of A to 
a copy B’ of B along D. Then E = (A’u B’) mod D is a dendrite containing two 
copies S, and S, of S which, if glued together in a natural way, yields Y back again. 
By Lemma 1, there is a dendrite T containing E and a map g : T + E such that 
g is k-to-l on E -(S, u S,), l-to-l on S, and (k-1)-to-l on S,. 
The map g from T to E followed by the natural gluing of S, to S2 yields a k-to-l 
continuous map from T onto Y. q 
Theorem 4. Suppose the locally connected continuum X can be decomposed X = E u 
x,u* . . u X,,, where E is a local dendrite, X, n Xj = 0 if i #j, Xi I-I E = {pi} for each 
i, and each X, is the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite. Then X is the k-to- 1 
continuous image of a dendrite. 
Proof. Let P = {p, , pz, . . . ,p,}, and for each i let J; denote a continuous k-to-l 
map from the dendrite Di onto X,. 
Claim: There is a dendrite D,, and a continuous fO from DO to E that is k-to-l 
on E-P and l-to-l on P. 
If E is a dendrite, the claim follows from Lemma 1. 
If E contains a simple closed curve, it follows from the Miklos lemma, Lemma 
2, that there are dendrites A, B and D’ and a nonempty finite set S missing D’ such 
that E = Au B and A n B = S u D’. It is easy in the proof of this lemma to make 
D’ large enough to include the finite set I? Let E’ be the dendrite that results when 
a copy A’ of A is glued to a copy B’ of B on D’. Let S, and S2 be the two copies 
of S in E’. From Lemma 1 there is a dendrite DO and a map g from DO onto E’ 
that is k-to-l except on PuS,uS,, is l-to-l on PUS, and is (k-l)-to-l on S,. 
Then g followed by the natural gluing of S, to S, yields an fO that satisfies the claim. 
Let D be the dendrite that results by gluing DO to disjoint copies of Di by 
identifying the point f;‘( pi) in DO with any one point of f,r’(pi) in D,. The union 
of the copies of fi, . . . , fm with fO yield J: 0 
3.2. Dendrite direct summands 
Lemma 4 (From the proof of Lemma 1 in [2]). Suppose f: X + D, X is a metric 
compactum, D is a dendrite, f is k-to-l with a finite set DIS of discontinuities, E’ is 
a tree in D containing f(DIS), and [x, y] is an arc in X with f(x) and f(y) in E’. 
Then, if each point ofX is arc-connected to f -‘(E’) then f([x, y]) c E’. 
Note: Lemma 1 in [2] had X a continuum rather than a compactum, but the 
connectedness of X was only used to arc-connect each point of X to f’(E’). 
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Lemma 5. Suppose f: X + Y, X is a continuum, f is k-to-l and continuous, and 
Y = A u D where A is a continuum and D is a dendrite with D n A = {p}. Then f -‘(A) 
is a continuum. 
Proof. Since f-‘(A) is compact, we will show it is connected. Let C, , C2, . . . be 
the components of X -f-‘(p). Each maps either to A or to D and each has a point 
off-‘(p) in its closure. Suppose the component C of X -f-‘(p) maps to D. Since 
flc is finite-to-l onto a subdendrite of D, it follows from Lemma 0 that C is locally 
connected and arc-connects to f-‘(p). Thus fl(f-‘(D)) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4 with E’ = {p}. Now suppose one such C contains two points, x and y, of 
f-‘(p), and suppose B is an arc in C with endpoints {x, y}. By Lemma 4, then, 
f(B) s {p}, a contradiction. Therefore, each component C, of X -f-‘(p) that maps 
to D has only one point p( Ci) off-‘(p) in its closure. 
Now supposef-‘(A) = H u K, two disjoint non-empty closed sets. Then X = H’u 
K’ where H’ is H plus the components C of X -f-‘(p) that map to D such that 
p(C) is in H, and K’ is defined similarly. Then H’u K’ is a disconnection of X, a 
contradiction. Therefore, f-‘(A) is a continuum. L7 
Lemma 6. Suppose that the locally connected continuum X can be written X = A u D, u 
D,u. . . where A is a continuum, each D, is a dendrite, D, n D, c A if i # j, and 
Di n A = {pi} for each i; and suppose k 2 2. Then, every k-to- 1 continuous map from 
a dendrite onto A extends to one onto X, and every k-to-l continuous map from a 
dendrite onto X restricts to one onto A. 
Proof. Suppose the k-to-l continuous f maps the dendrite D onto A. For each i, 
glue k copies of Di to D by identifying the copy of pi in D, with any point of 
f’(pi) in D. If h t e copies are all kept disjoint outside of D and if their diameters 
tend to zero, as the diameters of the D, must, then the enlarged D’ will be a dendrite 
with a natural k-to-l continuous extension of .f that maps onto X. 
Conversely, suppose that the k-to-l continuous f maps the dendrite E onto X. 
Using Lemma 5, f -‘(X - 0,) is a subcontinuum E, of E and fl E, maps k-to-l 
onto X-D,. Since E is a dendrite, E, is a dendrite. In general, there is a dendrite 
Ei in Ei_, such that f JE, maps k-to-l onto X - (0, u. . . u Di). Then f I(n {E,: i = 
1,2, . . .}) maps k-to-l onto A. q 
Lemma 7. Suppose X is a locally connected continuum and X= 
x,3x,3.. .3x,>. . .) a < p, is a nested sequence of continua such that (1) if 
a - 1 exists, then X,_, = X, u D,, where D, is a dendrite such that D, n X, = {p,}, 
and (2) if a - 1 does not exist then X, = n {Xi: i < a}. Let A denote n {Xa : a < p}. 
Then there is a sequence E, , E,, . . . of dendrites in X such that X = A u E, u E, u 
. * . 2 Ei n E, c A for i #j, and Ei n A is a single point for each i. 
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Proof. It is straight-forward to show that X -X, = U {Q -{pi}; i < a and i - 1 
exists} for each (Y < /3. If (Y - 1 exists, let S(a) be the statement that every arc in X 
from a point of 0, -{p,} to a point of X, -{p,} goes through pa. Clearly S(2) is 
true. Suppose (Y - 1 exists and S(i) is true for every i < a such that i - 1 exists, and 
suppose B is an arc in X from a point of D, -{pa} to a point of X, -{p,}. Since 
pa separates the endpoints of B in X_, by construction, we assume B contains a 
point b in X -X,-r. But this means that b E Di -{p,} for some i G a - 1< a. Since 
both endpoints are in X,_, , which contains Xi, and pi arc-separates Xi -{p,} from 
b, pi must be in both components of B -{b}, not possible. Thus pa arc-separates 
X, -{p,} from 0, -{p,} for every ordinal (Y < /3 such that (Y - 1 exists. 
Let C be a component of X -A. Then 
(1) there is no simple closed curve in C, 
(2) there is no simple closed curve in C except for one point in A, and 
(3) there is no arc that lies in C except for both endpoints in A. 
Suppose, contrary to (l), there is a simple closed curve S in C. Choose x in S with 
x in Di -{pi}. Since Di is a dendrite, S cannot be in Di so there is a point y of 
S - {pi} in Dj - {p,} with i # j. Assume i <j. But pi cannot arc-separate x in D, - {p,} 
from y in Xi -{pi} because of S, a contradiction. Suppose, contrary to (3) there is 
an arc B in C except for its endpoints r and s in A. Some x in B -{r, s} of D, -{pm} 
should be arc-separated from {v, s} by pa but B prevents this, a contradiction. 
Statement (2) is proved the same way. 
Since X is locally connected, C is locally connected, and C is a continuum. We 
need to know that C is a dendrite with only one point in A. This will complete the 
proof since there can only be countably many components of X -A. 
Now suppose there are two points, x and y, in C n A. Let U and V be disjoint 
open sets about x and y. Since X is locally connected, there are smaller open sets 
U’ and V’ about x and y such that any two points of U’ are arc-connected in U 
and any two points of V’ are arc-connected in V Since C is locally connected, 
connected, and locally compact, there is an arc B in C with one endpoint b, in U’ 
and the other, bz, in V’. There is an arc B, in U from b, to x and an arc B2 in V 
from b2 to y. But B, u B2 u B contains an arc in C except for its endpoints in A, 
contrary to statement (3). 
Since C is locally connected, and C - C is a single point, C is locally connected. 
Statements (1) and (2) imply C has no simple closed curve. Hence C is a dendrite 
that intersects A in one point. 0 
Theorem 5. Suppose X is a locally connected continuum and X = 
x,3xX,3.. .3xX,3.. .) a <p, is a nested collection of continua such that if a - 1 
exists then X,_, =X, u D,, where D, is a dendrite with D, n X, a point, and 
X, = n {Xi: i < a} otherwise, and suppose A = n {Xa: CI < p}. Then (1) ifthe k-to-l 
continuous f maps a dendrite onto X, then some k-to-l restriction maps a subdendrite 
onto A, and conversely (2) if the k-to-l continuous f' maps a dendrite onto A, then 
some k-to-l continuous extension maps a larger dendrite onto X. 
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Proof. Theorem 5 follows from Lemma 6 and Lemma 7. q 
3.3. Junction points simpli$cation 
Lemma 8. Suppose k 2 2, y is a one-dimensional ocally connected continuum containing 
a simple closed curve S and A is a subcontinuum of Y that contains the junction points 
of Y. Then, (1) if A is a dendrite then Y is the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite, 
and (2) if the k-to- 1 continuous f maps a dendrite onto A then some k-to- 1 continuous 
extension off maps a dendrite onto Y. 
Proof. (1) Suppose A is not a dendrite, and f: D + A, where D is a dendrite and f 
is k-to-l and continuous. Since A contains the junction points of Y, each component 
of Y-A is homeomorphic to either (0,l) or (0, 11. Since Y is locally connected, 
there are only countably many components of Y-A and their diameters tend to zero. 
Suppose C is a component of Y-A that is homeomorphic to (0, 11. Denote by 
p the point of C n A. Enlarge D by gluing to it a copy of a member D(C) of 
D( 1, k, p, C) whose diameter is no more than twice that of C. (See Section 2 for 
the definition.) Glue the copy of p in D(C) to D at any point of f-‘(p). Let 
f(C) : D(C) + C be a copy of the associated map. 
Suppose C is a component of Y - A that is homeomorphic to (0,l). Let {s, r} = 
C n A where s # r if C is an arc and s = r if C is a simple closed curve. Either 
way, let L(C) be an arc in C from s to a point p(C) in C, and let R(C) be an arc 
in C from r to p(C) so that C = L(C) u R(C). Glue to D any small copy B(C) 
of a member of D(l, k - 1, s, L(C)) by identifying the copy of s in B(C) with any 
point of f-‘(s) in D. Likewise, glue to D a copy E(C) of a member of 
D(l, 1, r, R(C)) by identifying the copy of r in E(C) with any point off -l(r) in 
D. Make sure the diameters of the new dendrites tend to zero and are disjoint 
outside of D. Let h(C):B(C)+L(C) and g(C):E(C)+R(C) be copies of the 
associated maps. Now define f(C):(B(C)uE(C))+C to be h(C)ug(C). 
The resulting enlargement of D will be a dendrite that maps k-to-l to Y by 
the continuous map U {f(C): C is a component of Y-A} uf which obviously 
extends f: 
(2) Now suppose A is a dendrite. Let M be Au S plus an adjoining arc if Au S 
is not connected. Then M contains a local dendrite A’ that contains a simple closed 
curve and contains A. By Lemma 3, A’ is the k-to-l image of some dendrite, and 
since A’ still contains the junction points of Y, case (1) applies. 0 
Theorem 6. Suppose k 2 2, Y is a 1 -dimensional locally connected continuum containing 
a simple closed curve S, Y = A, 2 A, 3 AZ 2. . . 1 A,,, is a nested finite sequence of 
locally connected continua such that for i = 2,3, . . . , m, A, contains the junction points 
of Ai_, . Then, 
(1) if A, is a dendrite, then Y is the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite, and 
(2) if A,,, is the k-to-l continuous image of a dendrite by a mapJ; then f extends 
to a k-to-l continuous map from a larger dendrite onto Y. 
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Proof. Let n be the least integer, if any, such that A, contains no simple closed 
curve, else let n = m. Note that if A, satisfies part (2) above, i.e. if A, is the 
continuous k-to-l image of a dendrite then A, is not a dendrite (see [2]) and all 
of the Ai contain simple closed curves. In any case, A,, and A,_, satisfy the hypothesis 
of Lemma 8, and a backward induction completes the proof. 0 
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